Simulation of cooling process effect on mechanical properties of 65Mn strip

Factorial design was used to investigate the contribution effect of cooling rate of stage between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, mechanical properties and hardness of hot rolled narrow 65Mn strip. The contribution of both cooling rates before and after coiling process, and the interaction combination effect of both rates were determined for each measured property. The regression models were built up to identify grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, mechanical properties and hardness as a function in cooling rates before and after coiling process.

It was found that the contribution effect of cooling rate before coiling on grain size growth, enlargement of pearlite lamellar spacing, Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) and elongation is negative with different magnitude and it has positive effect on Yield Strength (YS) and hardness. Cooling rate after coiling has negative effect on grain size growth, enlargement of pearlite lamellar spacing and elongation while it has positive contribution on UTS, YS, and hardness. The interaction combination effect of both two rates has very small positive contribution on YS and elongation, it has small positive effect on grain size growth, enlargement pearlite lamellar spacing, and it has large negative contribution on UTS and hardness. Factorial design technique is a successful technique to analysis the effecting parameters.

Introduction

There is a trend in simulation and modeling of steelmaking and ferroalloys, for example the prediction of magnesium content in production of ferrosilicon magnesium from dolomite, predicted nitrogen solubility in stainless steel, calculation of activation energy in nitriding ferromanganese are illustrated by authors [1-6]. The use of factorial design of experiments in metallurgical process is relatively limited. Factorial design is used in improving of process yield, reduction of development time and also can reveal the core – parameters that impact the final performance of material property [7-10]. Authors [11] used 2^4 factorial design to evaluate the magnitude effect of Ni, N, time and temperature on oxidation process.

65Mn steel is the main material of current domestic production of various kinds of saw blade, 65Mn steel is a high-quality carbon steel with characteristics of high carbon and low alloy steel. It has a good comprehensive mechanical properties after heat treatment [12-14]. The mechanical property of 65Mn hot rolled narrow strip are not only an important indicator of the saw blade quality but also the most important factor influencing the degree of hardening in the process of cold rolling [15]. In the cold rolling process, 65Mn hot rolled narrow strip steel has a high deformation resistance. Control cooling technology is an effective process to improve the microstructure and mechanical properties of the hot-rolled steel. In order to control the steel organization by using phase transformation strengthening effect. Improve the steel comprehensive and service life [16-18]. The steel of the phase change behavior and strength grade can be changed by changing the cooling rate and cooling temperature, different microstructure and mechanical properties can be got [19-21].

The use of factorial design of experiments in steel field is relatively limited, albeit the inherent advantages such as the improvement of process yield, reduction of development time and also can reveal the key – parameters that impact the final performance of material property [22-23]. This article aims at investigation the contribution effect of cooling rate of stage between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling on the grain size, the pearlite lamellar spacing, the mechanical properties of hot rolled steel grade 65Mn.

Experiments

The factorial design was applied on the results of CHEN Lian-Sheng1 et al [24]. In these previous studies, the influence of cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, mechanical properties of hot rolled steel grade Mn65. A 2^7 factorial design was used to estimate the contribution of cooling rates before and after coiling process on refining and/or different mechanical properties. Regression models were deduced to calculate the grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, elongation and hardness in terms of cooling rates (before and after cooling process). Interpretation between the predicted values and experimental values were investigated.

A factorial design 2^2 was built up based on
cooling rate between rolling and coiling changes from 5.4 to 8.8°C/Sec. and the cooling rate after coiling change from 0.02 to 0.13°C/Sec. of hot rolled 65Mn steel, which its finishing rolling temperature is 940°C. Table 1 presents the influence of cooling rate between rolling and coiling with cooling rate after coiling on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, mechanical properties and hardness.

Let we donate the heat treatment at which high cooling rate between rolling and coiling and low cooling rate of coiling by “A”, heat treatment at which low cooling rate between rolling and coiling and high cooling rate of coiling by “B”, heat treatment at which low cooling rate between rolling and coiling and low cooling rate of coiling by “I”, and heat treatment at which high cooling rate between rolling and coiling and high cooling rate of coiling by “AB”. Complete analysis of cooling rates before and after coiling process was illustrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel No.</th>
<th>Cooling rate, °C/Sec.</th>
<th>Average grain size, μm</th>
<th>Pearlite Lamellar Spacing, nm</th>
<th>Mechanical Properties</th>
<th>Hardness, HRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Symbol effect</td>
<td>Final rolling to rolling</td>
<td>After coiling</td>
<td>UTS, MPa</td>
<td>YS, MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>23.05</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cooling rates before and after coiling, Grain size, Pearlite lamellar spacing and mechanical properties

Results and Discussions

The factorial design in $2^2$ was applied to investigate the contribution effect of cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and hardness was investigated.

“A” refers to the effect of cooling rate after coiling, “B” refers to cooling rate between rolling and coiling, and “AB” refers to the effect of both cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling. The low and high level of A and B are denoted by “a” and “b” respectively. The four treatment combinations in the design are usually represented by lowercase letters. The high level of any factor in the treatment combination is denoted by the corresponding lowercase letter and that the low level of a factor in the treatment combination is denoted by the absence of the corresponding letter.

Thus, “a” represents the treatment combination of A at high level and B at low level, “b” represents A at low level and B at high level, “ab” represents both factors at the high level and (1) is used to denote both factors at low level.

The effect of cooling rate between rolling and coiling is A, its low level is 5.4°C/Sec., and its high level is 8.8°C/Sec. The effect of cooling rate after coiling is donated by B, its low level is 0.02°C/Sec., and its high level is 0.13°C/Sec.

The average effect of any factor can be defined as the change in response produced by the change in the level of that factor averaged over the levels of the other factor.

The effect of A at low level of B is $[a-(1)]/n$, where n number experimental repetition, and the effect of A at high level of B is $[ab-b]/n$. The main effect of A is the average quantities of its effect at low and high level of B as given in equation 1. By the same manner the average effect of B can be calculated as shown in equation 2.

\[
A = \frac{1}{2n} ([ab-b] + [a-(1)]) = \frac{1}{2n} [ab + a - b - (1)]
\]

(1)

\[
B = \frac{1}{2n} ([ab-a] + [b-(1)]) = \frac{1}{2n} [ab + b - a - (1)]
\]

(2)

The interaction effect AB is defined as the average difference between the effect of A at the high level of B and the effect of A at the low level of B. thus,

\[
AB = \frac{1}{2n} ([ab-a] - [a-(1)]) = \frac{1}{2n} [ab + (1) - a - b]
\]

(3)

Based on the $2^2$ factorial design analysis the average effect of A, B, and their combination effect (AB) on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and hardness can be calculated as given in table 2.
The calculation of factorial design shows that both the cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling have negative effect on the grain size. This means that both two cooling rate as increase as the grain size of the produced 65Mn decreases. But the cooling rate after coiling has highest negative effect on grain size. This means that as the cooling rate increase as the grain size of 65Mn steel decreases i.e. more refining grain size. The effect of cooling rate after coiling is about twice the effect of cooling rate between rolling and coiling on the grain size as illustrated in table 2. The interaction combination of two cooling rate is positive and small value of which can be neglected. The grain size can be determined as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 4. Figure 1-A shows the variation between the calculated grain size from regression model and the experimental grain size.

\[
\text{Grain size} = 27.93837 - 0.5066a - 27.139b + 1.0695ab
\]  
(4)

Where grain size in μm, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

The calculation of factorial design shows (as given in table 2) that both the cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling have negative effect on pearlite lamellar spacing. These mean both two cooling rates as increase as the pearlite lamellar spacing of the produced 65Mn decreases. But the cooling rate after coiling has highest negative effect on pearlite lamellar spacing. This means that as the cooling rate increase as the pearlite lamellar spacing of 65Mn steel decreases. The effect of cooling rate after coiling is more than five times effect of cooling rate between rolling and coiling on the pearlite lamellar spacing. The interaction combination of two cooling rate is positive and small which can be neglected. The pearlite lamellar spacing can be determined as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 5. The variation between the predicted and measured pearlite lamellar spacing is presented in Fig. 1-B.

\[
\text{PLS} = 469.5963 - 11.4572a - 881.283b + 36.0962ab
\]  
(5)

Where is pearlite lamellar spacing in nm, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

The cooling rate between rolling and coiling has negative effect on the strength i.e. as the cooling rate between rolling and coiling increases as the tensile strength decreases. While the cooling rate after coiling has little positive effect on tensile strength of 65Mn steel. It can be neglected. But, the interaction combination effect of both two cooling rates has the highest negative effect with the largest magnitude i.e. tensile strength sharply increases by decreasing the both two cooling rates. The interaction combination effect of two cooling rates (AB) is about 12 times of cooling rate between rolling and coiling on tensile strength as shown in table 2. The tensile strength can be predicted as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 6. The variation between the calculated and measured ultimate tensile strength is illustrated in Fig. 1-C.

\[
\text{Tensile Strength} = 798.1043 + 13.7433a + 1658.021b - 231.283ab
\]  
(6)

Where tensile strength in MPa, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

The calculation of factorial design shows that both the cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after coiling has positive effect on yield strength i.e. when the cooling rates increase the yield tensile strength
increases. While the interaction combination effect (AB) has little positive effect which can be neglected. The cooling rate after coiling contributes in increasing yield strength by about eight times of contribution of cooling rate between rolling and coiling as shown in table 2. Yield tensile strength can be predicted as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 7. Fig. 1D represent the variation between the predicted and measured yield strength.

\[ \text{Yield Strength} = 503.2754 + 2.339572 * a + 211.2299 * b + 8.02139 * a * b \] (7)

Where yield strength in MPa, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

The contribution of both the cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after cooling have negative effect on elongation i.e. when the cooling rates increase the elongation decreases. While the interaction combination effect (AB) has very little positive effect which can be neglected. The contribution of cooling rate between rolling and coiling is more than three times of the contribution of cooling rate after coiling on elongation as given in table 2. Elongation can be predicted as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 8. The difference between the predicted and measured elongation is given in Fig. 1-E.

\[ \text{Elongation} \% = 18.31152 - 0.29595 \times a - 17.4144 \times b + 0.093583 \times a \times b \] (8)

where, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

Both the cooling rate between rolling and coiling and cooling rate after cooling have

![Graphs showing the variation of yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, and elongation for different steels](image_url)

Fig. 1: The variation between measured and predicted in (A) Grain size, (B) Pearlite lamellar spacing, (C) Ultimate tensile strength, (D) Yield strength, (E) Elongation, and (F) Hardness for steel 65Mn
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positive effect on hardness i.e. when the cooling rates increase the hardness increase. While the interaction combination effect (AB) has small negative effect on hardness. The contribution of cooling rate between rolling and coiling is larger than the contribution of cooling rate after coiling on increasing hardness by certain extent as shown in table 2. Hardness can be predicted as a function in both two cooling rates by using regression model as given in equation 9. Fig 1-F shows both the predicted and measured hardness of 65Mn steel.

\[ \text{Hardness (HRC)} = 16.96821 + 0.737032 \times a + 47.86898 \times b - 4.86631 \times a \times b \] (9)

Where, “a” is cooling rate between rolling and coiling, “b” is cooling rate after coiling.

Conclusions

The effects of cooling rate of rolling to coiling temperature and cooling rate after coiling of 65Mn Steel on grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and hardness was investigated by using factorial design technique. Equations were deduced to predict grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and hardness as function in cooling rate from rolling to coiling and cooling rate after coiling. The comparison between the predicted values and measured for grain size, pearlite lamellar spacing, tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and hardness were investigated. The deviation in all cases is very small. It was found that the predicted values are very close to the measured values, which means factorial design is very useful technique in the field of steel and it is be recommended to be used in several processes in metallurgy.
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